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Abstract

In ths paper we apply the notion of f2-open and f)-closed sets in

topological spaces to present and study contra-O-continuous functions.

This new class is a stronger class of contra-C)*-continuous functions.

Further we introduce the concept of f)-connected sets and investigate its
properties.

K ey w o r d s : C2.open, C)-c I o sed, contra-f) - continuous, fl-connecte d, {l- T 
u 2

and Cl-I

l. Introduction

Dontchev [4] introduced the notion of contra-continuity and obtained some

results concerning compactness, S-closedness and strong S-closedness in 1996.

Jafari and Noiri [6] introduced the notion of contra-a-continuous functions between

topologicai spaces. The study of generalized closed sets in topological space was
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initiated by Levine [9] and the concept of T,,rspace was also introduced. In 1987

Battacharyya and Lahiri [2] introduced the class of semi-generaltzed closed sets

and used ihem to obtain the properties of semi- I,,, space. In 1990, Arya and Nour

Il] defined the generalized semi-closed sets and studied the characterization of s-

normal space.

Recently o-clsoed sets and f)s-closed set in topological spaces was

introduced by T. Noiri and O.R. Sayed f ll] and its results concerning continuity

was obtained. In this paper we introduce and investigate contra-f)-continuous

functions.

Throughout this paper, spaces (x, r) and (Y, o) (or simply x and I) always

mean topological spaces. The closure and interior of a subset A of X is denoted

cl(A) and,Int(l),1 is said to be regular open (resp. regular closed) if A: Int(cl(A))

(resp. I : (Cl(Int(A)))). The finite union of regular open sets is said to be a-open.

The complement of n-open set is said to be rc-closed. We recall the following

definitions used in sequel.

Definition l.l:
Let (X, c) be a topological space. A subset A c X is said to be semi-open if

A c Cl (int(,4)) and semi-closed if Int(c/(,4)) c A. The intersection of all semi-

closed sets containing .4 is the semi-closure [3] of A and it is denoted by sC/(l)'

Definition 1.2:

A function/: (X, r) - (Y, o) is called

l. Perfectly continuous 191 if f'\ tn is clopen in (x, r),for every open set I' rr:

(y, o)

2. Contra-semi continuous [5] if f t(n is semi-closed in (x, r), for every olrc:'

set ,/ of {Y, o).

3. Contra-ry-continuous U3l if ft(n is ry-closed

V of (Y, o).

4. Contra-continuous [4] if f t(n is closed

(Y, o).

r), for every open s.:

r), for every open set Ii oi
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Definition 1.3:

Let A be a subset of a space (x, t), the set n {c e r/A c c} is called kernel
[6] of A and is denoted by ker(l).

Definition 1.4:

A subset A of (X,z) is said to be o-closed It l] in (x, t) if scl(A)c Int(u),
whenever A c. U and (I is semi-open.

Definition 1.5:

A subset I of (x, r) is said to be c)s-closed I I I ] in (x,r) if sct(A\c Int(c( t/)),
whenever A c U and U is semi-open.

Definition 1.6:

The complement of cl-closed set is c)-open set Ill] and it is denoted by
O(X). The closure of a set with respect to Cl(X) is denoted by ACKX).

Definition 1.7:

A subset A of (x,c) is said to be c)*-closed [7] in (X,r) it scl(A) c Int(Lr),
whenever A c U and U is n-open.

Definition 1.8:

The collection of all closed subsets ofxwill be denoted by c(x).we define
C(X, x) [6] as follows C(X, r) : {} for x eX.

Definition 1.9:

A function f : (x, r'1 + (y, o) is said to be c)-irresolute [ll] (resp. es-*:solute) if f't(n is Q-closed (resp. cls-crosed) in x for every cl-closed (resp.
,-i-;iosed) set Zof )..

A function f : (X,r) + ()., o) is said to be e-continuous Ill] (resp. Os-
) if "f 

't(n is o-closed (resp. os-closed) in x for every closed set / of r.

l.t0:
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Definition l.l l:

A topological space (X,r) is said to be

(l)Q-Zr2 tlll if every Cls-closed set is semi-closed in (X, t);

(2)O-fs I11l if every Cls-closed set is closed in (X, z)

2. Contra-O-Continuous Functions

Definition 2.1:

A function/ : (x,r) + (r,o) is said to be contra-f)-continuous if/-t(F) is

Q-closed in (X, r) for every open set F of (f,o).

Remark 2.1:

It-f : X + I is contra-C)-continuous then sCl(/' (y)\ c U for every open set

Ir of Y and semijopen set tl of X.

Proof: Follows from the definition of O-closed.

Definition 2.2:

A function/ : (X,r) -+ (I,o) is said to be contra-Cls-continuous if/-'(iq). is

Cls-closed in (X,z) for every open set F of (f,@'

Definition 2.3:

A function/: (X,t) + (f,o) is said to be contra-Cl*-continuous if/-'(F) is

C)*-closed in (X,t) for every open set ,F of (I,o).

Remark 2.2:

For a topological space (X,z) the following hold:

l. Every continuous and contia-semi-continuous functions are contra-O-

continuous.

Every perfectly-continuous function is contra-C)-continuous'2.

5.

4.

Every contra-C)-continuous is contra-C)s-continuous.

Every contra-C)-continuous is contra-Cl*-continuous.

_-*r+,.-
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Proof: Obvious"

Remark 2.3:

We have the following relation between contra-C)-continuous functions and

other related functions

Remark 2.4:

None of the implications are reversible

:'.ampie.

E rample 2.1:

for as shown by the following

LelX: {a,b},r: {X,A,{ol},Y: {p,q\ and o: {Y,A, {p}}. Define a

runction/ : (X, r) - (Y, o) such thatfla) - q and flb) : p.Then/is contra-C)s-

continuous, but not perfectly continuous, contra-continuous, contra-semi-
continuous, contra-\y-continuous and contra-C2-continuous. There exists an open

set {q} of (f, o) such that the required definitions are not satisfied.

Example 2.2 :

Let X : {a, b, c\, r: tX, A,{o\, {b, c\}, Y : {p, q} and o: {Y, A, {p}}.
Jefine a function/: (X, r) + (f, o) such that/(a):f(c): p andflb) = q. Then/is
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contra-Cls-continuous, contra-Cr-continuous but not perfectly continuous, contra-

continuous, contra-semi-continuous. There exists an open set {p} of (f, o) such

that the required definitions are not satisfied.

Lemma 2.1 16l:

The following properties hold for subsets A, B of a topological space X:

l. x eker(l) ifand only ifl ^ 
F * O for any F eC(X, x).

2. A c ker (l) and A: ker (l) if I is open in X.

3. A c B then ker (l) c ker (B).

Theorem 2.1:

The following are equivalent for function f : X + Y

1. /is contra-f,),-continuous.

2. For every closed set F of Y,f't(F) € C)(X).

3. f(AC\A)) c ker (f(A)) for every subset A of X.

4. OCI(f-t(B)) f' (Ker(B)) for every subset B of Y.

Proof: (l)<+(2) is obvious.

(2)+(3): LetAbe any subser ofX. Suppose thaty eker (/(A)). Then by Lemma 2.1,

there exist F e C(Y, y) such thatft ) n F : O. Thus we have ,4 
^ ft 

(n : A' 
and OCI(A) ^.ft(n: A,Thercfore we obtain/(Clcl(l)) n F: A and

..'ye^oCl(A)).This.imrliesthatl(oCt(A))cKer(/(l)).
bav et,, fl{lCl (/-' (B) ) )(3)=+(a): Let B be any subset of I. By (3) and Lemma 2.1, we J

c ker(^B) and dtCt(f-t (B)) c /-r(Ker(^R)).

(a)=+(l): Let ltbeany fi-open set of I/. Then by Lemma 2.l,wehave^dtCl(fa(V))
c.f-t(Ker(V)) :f''(V) and {lCt(fa(V)) : f"(n This shows that/-'(Z) is

O-closed in X.

Jeenu Kurian and l. Arockiarani
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Proof: (1) Suppose {v} is not semi-closed in (X, r),thenf t(I)-{v} is not semi-

open and the only semi-open set containi ne"f ' 
(V)- {v} is f 1 (l) . Therefore we have,

sCl(f t(L)-{r\)cf''(V):Int(f t("t4). Therefbref'(n-{v} isO-closedin(X,r).

(2) Suppose {v} is not semi-closed in (X,r) then bV (1)/r(Z)-{v} is A-

closed in (X,r) and then C)s-closed.

Suppose {v} is not open and let Ube semi-open set such thatf':(n-{v}c U. If
U : -f''(n, then sCl(/-'(V)-{r}) clnt(Cl((})): U.If U: f't(n- {v}, then we have,

rnt{Ct(f t(Y))):tnt(Ct(f''(11-{v})) :Int(fr(t)):f'(n. Hence sCl(/t([-{v}) c
Int( C/( t/) ). Therefore, /-' ( 14- { v } i s C)s-closed.

Theorem 2.2:

Let f : X -+ Ybe contra-C)-continuous then for every open subset V of Y,the

following holds:

l. lf (X,r) is O-7, then for each v ef t(n, the singleton {v} is open or semi-

closed.

2. (X,r) is Cl-t,, if and only if for each v e-f t(n, the singleton {v} is semi-

open or semi-closed and open in (X,r).

Proof: (1) Suppose that for some ve/'('t),{v) is not semi-closed. By Lemma2.2,

f '(n-{v} is C2-closed in (X,r). Hencef"(n-{v} is Qs-closed in (X,r). Since (X,t)

is C)-7r, thenfr(V)-{v} is closed in (X,r). Thus {v} is open.

(2) Suppose that for some v ef''(n,{v} is not semi-closed or open. By

Lemma 2.2,f '(n-{v} is O-closed in (X,r). Using the assumption we have that {v}
is semi-open.

Conversely from the assumption that every subset is semi-open and

closed we have is Q-t,r.

I
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3. C)-Connected Sets

A topological space (X,c) is said to be O-connected if it cannot be written
as a disjoint union of two non-empty C)-open sets.

Remark 3.1:

A subset H of (X,r) is O-connected if it is connected as a subspac e (H,rl II).

Theorem 3.1:

For a topological space the following statements are equivalent

l X is C2-connected.

2. The only subsets ofXwhich are both C)-open and O-closed are the empty

set and X.

3. Every O-continuous map of X into a discrete space I with at least two
points is a constant.

Proof: (l)+(2) Let U be a C2-open and C)-closed subset of X, then X-U is both
C2-open and C2-closed. SinceXis disjoint union of C)-open set U

and X-U, implies one of these must be empty, that is U: A or X-U : A .

(2)=+(l) Suppose that X: A v B where A and B are disjoint nonempty
Q-open set of X, then A(:X-B) is Q-closed. Hence,4 is both Q-

open and O-closed subset ofX. By Assumption, A: O or A: X.

This implies X is C)-connected.

(2)=(3) Letf : X ) Y be a f)-continuous map, then Xis coverted by Q-

open and f)-closed covering V'Lv) , y e Y). By assumptianft$t): A
then/fails to be f),-continuous. Therefore/'(y): *. This implies

/is constant map.

(3)+(2) Let U be both Q-open and f)-closed in X. Suppose U * A. Let

f : X "> I'be a Q-continuous map defined bV f(A: {y} and

^X-L0: 
{w} for some distinct pointsy and w in I. By assumption

/is constant map, therefore we have U : X.

69
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Proposition 3.1:

Jeenu Kurian and I. Arockiarani

Let X be connected and I be 7,. If .f : x + Y is contra-e)-continuous, then./

is constant.

Proof: Assume that Y is non-empty. Since )'is Z,-space , C: \f 'Lv)ly e Y\ is disjoint

C)-open partition of X. If lcl>2, then there exists a proper non-empty f!-open set

I/. Since X is connected space it is a contradiction. Therefore icl : 1 and hence/is

constant.

Proposition 3.2:

lf f : X + Iis contra-f)-continuous surjection and Xis fl-connected, then Y

is connected.

Proof: Suppose that I is not connected. There exist nonempty disjoint open sets

yt & v.such that Y: v'v vr.Therefore v, & vrare clopen in I- Since/is contra-

C)-continuous,/-1(/,) and,f t(Yr) are Cl-closed inX. This is a contradiction to the

fact that X is fl-connected. Therefore I is connected.

Remark 3.2:

The range of a contra-w-continuous real valued map f defined on a f)-

connected space is an interval.
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